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Various morphologies have been observed in sputter-deposited Be ablator capsules, including nodular growth, cone growth and twisted grain growth. By devising an agitation method that includes both bouncing and rolling the spherical mandrels during deposition, and by reducing the coating rate, consistent columnar grain structure has now been obtained up to 170 mm. Low mode deformation of the shells is observed on thin CH mandrels, but is suppressed if stiffer mandrels are used. Ablator density measured by weighing and x-ray radiography is 93%–95% of bulk density of Be. Transmission electron microscopy shows 100–200 nm size voids in the film and striations inside the grains. Be shells produced with rolling agitation have met most of the NIF specifications. Some of the few remaining issues will be discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

A graded copper-doped beryllium capsule is the current NIF point design for ignition in 2010. The point design sets a series of specifications for the capsules to meet, which include coating density, void defect size and volume, outer and inner surface roughness, x-ray optical depth uniformity and impurity levels. Figure 1 shows current 1 MJ design multilayer composition [Fig. 1(a)] and inner/outer surface roughness specifications [Fig. 1(b)].

Be coatings on spherical surfaces have been developed at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) and later at General Atomics (GA) for the production of Be capsules using a magnetron sputtering technique. Previous and current efforts have focused on improving Be coating density and getting uniform and consistent microstructures in order to develop dense material, smooth inner and outer surfaces, and leak-free NIF capsules. Briefly, Be coatings were produced by sputtering Be onto CH mandrels placed in a pan with bouncing agitation. As pointed out in previous papers, Be coatings produced in this way exhibit a variety of growth modes, such as nodular growth and twisted grain structure, and they typically have low densities. The measured surface roughness increases with coating thickness. Although the outer surface can be polished to NIF specifications, a smooth growth front surface is desired because it leads to a smooth interface between layers, which will improve optical depth uniformity. Be capsules are normally obtained by removing the CH mandrels through a laser drilled hole at 400º-550ºC in air. The remaining Be shells are used for gas retention tests and trace element analysis, which will be discussed elsewhere.

Figure 1. (a) Current NIF 1MJ design of graded Cu doped Be capsule. (b) Capsule inner and outer surface roughness specifications. The horizontal axis is mode number and the vertical axis is the power of the surface roughness.

We report our progress in improving Be coating quality for getting a more uniform and denser Be coating. We will also compare our current full-thickness Be capsules with NIF specifications to show where the capsules are meeting specifications. Some of the remaining issues that must be resolved to meet all NIF
specifications will be discussed, and the direction of future experimental work will be proposed.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Be coatings were prepared at working pressures of Ar between 3 mTorr and 10 mTorr in a high vacuum chamber with a base pressure of $1 \times 10^{-6}$ torr evacuated by a cryopump. A typical set-up includes three 2 in. magnetron guns for sputtering Be, and one 1.3 in. magnetron gun for sputtering Cu. The mandrels are normally glow discharge polymer (GDP) shells agitated in a bouncing pan under the sputtering guns to uniformly coat the shells. The details of the Be coating process can be found in earlier publications. Some other types of mandrels, such as Si and Ni beads, were also used for the purpose of obtaining better surface finish and exploring different methods of mandrel removal.

Bouncing agitation was used previously with the intent of getting uniform coating on shells. However, as described in previous publications, coatings obtained in this way generally showed low density and poor microstructure. In order to improve the coating microstructure, we changed agitation from bouncing to rolling. With less aggressive rolling agitation, during the beginning of a run shells sometimes stick together due to static charge. To avoid this we incorporate rolling with tapping or gentle bouncing with the rolling. With this approach we obtained microstructures which were more uniform than previously observed. Other undesirable modes of growth were also suppressed, as described below.

The density of the coating was measured by mass per volume. To get the volume, the shell diameter and thickness were measured by x-ray radiography. The mass of the shells were measured using an ATI Cahn C-35 microbalance accurate to 0.3 μg. The weight of the beryllium-coated shells is typically ~2 mg or higher, which translates into an error in density due to weighing that is well below 0.1%. The accuracy of diameter measurements using x-ray radiography is ~1 μm, introducing an error of only ~0.1% in the density measurements. The thickness measurement contributes the most error to the density measurements. The thickness is typically measured using radiography which can have an error of as much as ±1 μm, with the associated error of ±2% in the density.

Cu-doping was performed by co-sputtering Be and Cu to test our capability of controlling the Cu doping levels for meeting the NIF Cu doping profile specification. The Cu concentration was obtained from radiograph measurements. The full thickness shell with graded Cu doped layers was produced according to coating rates calibrated for pure Be and Cu doped Be. Thickness and doping concentration are generally controlled within ±10%.

The density of the coating was measured to determine if it changes with coating thickness and deposition conditions. Figure 3 shows a plot of the measured density of Be coatings versus the coating thickness. Within the measurement error range of ±2%, the results show that the coating density is independent of the coating thickness with an average value of ~95% of bulk density. No measurable density change was observed for the films when the Ar pressure was varied from

III. RESULTS

In our previous publications, we have shown that when using bouncing agitation with a high coating rate, the film microstructure showed twisted columnar structure with low density. However, when the agitation was changed to rolling, and the coating was made at lower deposition power as in the current work, the resulting microstructure showed a uniform columnar structure. Figure 2 shows SEM cross-sections of (a) a twisted structure obtained at higher coating power (300 W, ~1.5 μm/h) with bouncing agitation and (b) a uniform columnar structure deposited at lower power (100 W, ~0.4 μm/h) with rolling agitation. The twisted structure in Fig. 2(a) is less dense (~80% of Be bulk density) than the structure in Fig. 2(b) (~95% of Be bulk density). It is seen from Fig. 2(a) that the twisted structure has columns oriented along different directions, while only columns along radial directions are observed in the uniform columnar structure in Fig. 2(b). A few factors may have contributed to the differences in microstructure and density of these two films: the coating rates, the sputtering powers levels and the agitation type. The higher sputtering power level has been shown to introduce local heating and result in gas rarefaction effects, which can increase the sputtered atom mean free path within the deposition chamber. Rolling agitation, especially as the shells become heavier, normally leads to a smoother surface due to gentle polishing effects. The details of the formation mechanisms of the observed microstructure require further studies.

The density of the coating was measured to determine if it changes with coating thickness and deposition conditions. Figure 3 shows a plot of the measured density of Be coatings versus the coating thickness. Within the measurement error range of ±2%, the results show that the coating density is independent of the coating thickness with an average value of ~95% of bulk density. No measurable density change was observed for the films when the Ar pressure was varied from
3 mTorr to 10 mTorr. These Be coatings have met the NIF density requirements of 95%±3% of bulk density.

Figure 2. (a) Twisted structure observed at 300 W coating power with bouncing agitation. (b) Uniform columnar structure for a 144 μm Be film obtained at 100 W coating power with rolling agitation.

Figure 3. A plot of measured density of Be coatings versus coating thickness at different processing Ar pressures.

Using TEM we have compared the defects in low density coatings made at higher coating power (3 guns at 300 W per gun) and bouncing agitation with our recent higher density coatings made at lower coating power (3 guns at 100 W per gun) and rolling agitation. Figure 4(a) shows voids (white features) with lateral dimensions larger than 500 nm for a previous coating with ~80% of Be bulk density. The regions with different grey scales are differently oriented grains. Figure 4(b) shows small voids along domain boundaries with lateral dimensions of less than 200 nm for a recent coating of ~95% of Be bulk density. In addition to the small scattered voids, some fine intra-granular striation lines were also observed in this sample. The NIF specification states that the void size must be less than 0.1 μm³, which corresponds to a lateral dimension of ~500 nm. Numerous samples prepared by sputtering have been analyzed by TEM and all of them met the NIF void specification.

Precision radiography was performed on a 125 μm thick sputtered Be shell as a first step to understand the optical depth uniformity of Be shells. The measured optical depth fluctuation is lower than the NIF specification curve, except at ~ mode 2. For this shell the uniformity was very close to meeting the specification. However, this measurement was done on a pure Be shell. Further investigation is necessary of a full-thickness graded Cu-doped Be shell in order to fully determine the optical depth uniformity of NIF-design Be shells.

Figure 4. (a) TEM image of Be coating at higher coating power with bouncing agitation. Voids >500 nm in dimension are visible in this image. (b) TEM image of Be coating done at lower coating power with rolling agitation. The scattered voids still exist (<200 nm) in the coating; and they are barely visible along the columnar grain boundaries (a few voids were pointed by the arrows).

To test our coating thickness and concentration control, full thickness NIF design graded Cu-doped Be shells were fabricated. The coating was produced by using three Be guns and one Cu gun with rolling agitation. The results are shown in Table I where the measured shell layer thicknesses and Cu concentrations are compared with the NIF specifications. The Cu concentrations at each of the layers meet the NIF graded Cu-doped Be shell design specifications. By controlling the gun power and deposition time, the layer thickness and doping level can be achieved to within ~10% of the targeted values. The deviation from the targeted values can be attributed to small, but acceptable variation in coating rates.

It has been observed that the Be shell surface roughness in the middle modes is impacted by the mandrels used. Be coatings on thin CH mandrels (~10-20 μm) resulted in low-mode wrinkling. In Fig. 5 the grey line is a plot of the surface roughness of a full thickness shell deposited on a thin CH mandrel. The dark line represents the NIF specification of the surface roughness for the graded Cu-doped design. The shell surface roughness follows NIF specification closely except
around mode 10. From the AFM traces (not shown), one can see that these modes appear as low-mode “wrinkling.” Generally, high-mode roughness can be polished to below NIF specifications. However, low mode surface roughness can not be removed by polishing because the shell wall thickness uniformity is sacrificed when the low mode surface roughness is removed for uniform thickness shells. If stiffer mandrels are used, such as Si beads, the low mode surface roughness can be improved. The light grey line in Fig. 5 shows the surface roughness of a Be coating on a Si bead. The low mode surface roughness is below NIF curve, which indicates that sputtered Be by itself is not the cause of low mode surface roughness. The possible use of bead mandrels, as well as thicker CH mandrels, is discussed in a paper in this issue by S. Bhandarkar et al.19

Table I. A Comparison of a Full Thickness NIF Design Graded Cu-doped Be Shell to the NIF Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composition/Thickness (μm)</th>
<th>NIF Specifications</th>
<th>Measured on Full Thickness Graded Cu-Doped Be Shell</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st layer thickness</td>
<td>Be: 6±1</td>
<td>Be: 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd layer thickness</td>
<td>Be(Cu): 5±1.5</td>
<td>Be(Cu): 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd layer Cu concentration (%)</td>
<td>0.35—0.1</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd layer thickness</td>
<td>Be(Cu): 50±3</td>
<td>Be(Cu): 48.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd layer Cu concentration (%)</td>
<td>0.7±0.05</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th layer thickness</td>
<td>Be(Cu): 14±3</td>
<td>Be(Cu): 13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th layer Cu concentration (%)</td>
<td>0.35±0.1</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total thickness (μm)</td>
<td>160±1.5</td>
<td>160.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The measurement of the inner surface roughness is a destructive measurement done by breaking the shell and analyzing the inside surface of the resulting shards using spherical interferometry. From this interferometry data, the inner surface roughness power spectrum for a sample shell was determined and is shown in Fig. 6. Due to the limited range of the spherical interferometer, the surface roughness data only covers modes larger than 120. The plot in Fig. 6 shows that the inner surface roughness in the measured range met the NIF specification.

One of the remaining issues for Be shells to fully meet the NIF specifications is to measure the trace element concentration, which affects the opacity of the shell. It has been observed that as-deposited Be shells have x-ray absorption very close to the NIF specification. The main trace element is oxygen which is normally measured at ~1 at% in as-deposited Be shells. The oxygen was mainly introduced by the oxide in Be targets and exposure to air after the Be shells were removed from the vacuum chamber. However, to remove the GDP mandrel, Be shells have to be laser drilled and then heated in air at 400º—500ºC for 60 h. It was found that after mandrel removal, the Be shells picked up a significant amount of oxygen, resulting in x-ray absorption levels higher than allowed by the NIF specification, as shown in Fig. 7. The plot shows that even at 100ºC there is significant oxygen pick-up.

Figure 5. Plots of Be shell outer surface roughness on a thin GDP mandrel and on a Si bead compared to the NIF specifications. The grey line is for surface roughness on a thin GDP mandrel, the light grey line is on a Si bead. The dark line is a NIF specification curve (Haan Design).

Figure 6. The inner surface roughness power spectrum obtained from spherical interferometry data.
One proposed solution to reduce oxygen pick-up is to use thin Be mandrels. Thin Be mandrels can be made by coating CH mandrels with a thin Be layer (a few microns) and then removing the CH mandrels using the regular mandrel removal process. The remaining thin Be mandrels will have higher oxygen pick-up. However, the Be shells deposited on thin Be mandrels will not need to go through the mandrel removal process. Therefore, higher oxygen pick-up will be limited to the thin Be mandrel layer and the oxygen pick up through the entire thickness of the 160 μm Be shells will be minimized.

Another important issue for Be shells is fuel gas retention. Be shells produced by sputter coating had a very short gas retention half-life, from a few minutes to a few hours. We have recently developed a Be:B permeation barrier which dramatically improves the gas retention half life of these shells. This work will is discussed in a separate paper in this issue.

IV. SUMMARY

Be shells with consistent microstructures have been developed for NIF capsule applications. The Be coatings have repeatedly shown 93%-95% of bulk density, which meets the NIF specification for density. The voids in the coatings were studied by TEM in numerous samples and all met the NIF specifications for the void volume. Preliminary precision radiography measurements on a 125 μm Be shell indicate that the shell was close to meeting the NIF specification on optical depth uniformity. The Cu dopant profile of Be shells shows that the doping level can be controlled within the NIF requirement. Be coating on thin GDP mandrels showed some middle mode wrinkling which has been improved by using stiffer mandrels such as Si beads. Inner surface roughness has been measured by spherical interferometry on shards of broken shells and those limited data meets the NIF specification for the inner surface roughness. The remaining issues of oxygen pick-up during mandrel removal and gas tight shells have promising solutions based on thin Be mandrels and thin Be:B permeation barrier layers in the first micron of coating.
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